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South Africa - Weather
• Eastern and central South Africa will see several waves of erratic rainfall during the coming week
o The most widespread rain will occur today into Friday
o Precipitation will generally be restricted to eastern South Africa this weekend before light and
erratic rain evolves in most areas during the first few days next week
o Moisture totals by next Wednesday morning will range from 0.75-3.00” and locally greatest
amounts for Eastern Cape, Free State, North West, and eastern Northern Cape
• Western Cape and western Northern Cape will receive little to no rain during the coming week
o Any rain that does occur will be lost to evaporation
• Light rain will often be scattered across the eastern half of the country January 21 – 27
o The western half of South Africa will receive little to no rain
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United States of America - Weather
U.S. MIDWEST: Most crops in Paraguay and Brazil will see a good mix of rain and sunshine through
the next two weeks with an exception in parts of northeastern Brazil where rain is not likely to be
great enough to significantly improve soil conditions.
o Central into eastern Bahia and northeastern Minas Gerais will see a few rounds of rain during the
next two weeks, but the rain is not likely to be great enough to induce more than brief
improvements in crop and soil conditions and overall increases in crop stress are likely in unirrigated
areas.
U.S. DELTA AND SOUTHEAST: Rain and some snow fell on most of the Southeast Monday while the
Delta was mostly dry. Moisture content of the precipitation was 0.06 to 0.31 inch most often with a
few totals of 0.35 to 0.49 inch in southern Alabama while the northern Florida Peninsula into
southeastern Georgia was mostly dry with southern Virginia into northern and central North Carolina
mostly dry through midnight CST.
northwestern and north-central Alabama where totals were 1 to 4 inches with local totals to nearly 7
inches just east of central Mississippi.
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South America - Weather
BRAZIL: Most crops in Paraguay and Brazil will see a good mix of rain and sunshine through the next
two weeks with an exception in parts of northeastern Brazil where rain is not likely to be great
enough to significantly improve soil conditions.
o Central into eastern Bahia and northeastern Minas Gerais will see a few rounds of rain during the
next two weeks, but the rain is not likely to be great enough to induce more than brief
improvements in crop and soil conditions and overall increases in crop stress are likely in unirrigated
areas.
ARGENTINA: Recent rain and rain expected Thursday through Saturday should leave nearly all of
Argentina with enough soil moisture to support developing crops into late this month, but with
another period of warmer and drier weather occurring Sunday into at least Jan. 23 rain will be
needed again in the last days of the month or early February.
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Europe, New Zealand and Australia - Weather
EUROPE: Several rounds of precipitation will impact the U.K. and France, Belgium, the Netherlands through Germany and the Czech Republic into Poland this week. Snow accumulations will occur from east-central
France and southern Germany through the Czech Republic and Poland most often, but some pockets of snow will also impact southeastern U.K. into Eastern Europe at times this week. The greatest moisture will occur
today as well as Saturday over northern and eastern portions of the U.K. into northeastern and east-central France.
AUSTRALIA: Rounds of showers and thunderstorms will return to northeastern New South Wales and Queensland this weekend into Tuesday. The moisture will continue to support summer crops in northeastern New
South Wales and improvements in soil moisture will continue into southeastern Queensland, but pockets of drying will occur around the scattered rainfall in western areas of Queensland and very little “meaningful”
rain will occur outside of northeastern New South Wales. Meanwhile, wet conditions will remain over the Cape York Peninsula this week.
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